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SPECIAL MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS FOR THE 63rd MARATHON OF THE DIVINE MERCY,
TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS
DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

Second Message

And today I come showing My Wounds to the world, to each one of the souls, as an offering for the
wounds that Argentina has today, as a spiritual and material nation.

Today I come to offer My Blood as this perfect testimony of love for you and for each nation of this
planet, especially for the nations that suffer the most, which are submitted and colonized by projects
that do not come from God, but rather from humanity.

But this will end. It will not last for a long time.

I have come here, to Argentina, for all of this to begin to change from now on. 

I have chosen this nation for this start to happen, just as My Father has asked.

For this reason, I offer My Wounds, not as a symbol of suffering, but rather of victory, pouring out
the Light of My Spirit from each one of them, for those who want to be bathed by My Grace. 

I come here to testify that the Kingdom of God is possible, inside and outside of beings, and on the
surface of the planet, which, in spite of the chaos of the end of times and of the immediate
purification, the Lord invites you to prevail in peace; invites you to build inside of you a path which
is still unknown. 

This path that I offer to you is toward the Universe, where the Brotherhood is found; where a
purpose is lived during the entire lifetime, until it can be fulfilled.

For this reason, you must seek inside of you, companions, the essence of what you truly are and of
what you have come to accomplish in these final times, where the next Kingdom of God in
humanity and on the planet will be defined, where many more things will happen, things that you
must live to be able to learn and to experience the degrees of love and of forgiveness, in order to
achieve, finally, the so awaited redemption.

For this reason, I invite you to be consequent with Me, as you have been in all these last days,
where in each detail, in each labor and service, I have seen your love and your effort for Me, with
the aim of the Work of the Divine Mercy to be accomplished in humanity, and especially in
Argentina.

As I told you yesterday, here there are very valuable souls that have arrived in this time to
experience the great change of consciousness, by means of strong experiences and deep livings that
try to lead you to the comprehension of the reconciliation and of faith, of unity and of fraternity, in
this beloved people.
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Here is the preamble of a new race, as is in Brazil and in another parts of South-America. 

Everything that happens in these times on the surface of the Earth is part of the objective of My
adversary which is to imbalance and destabilize the humanities, peoples and nations. But do not
enter in this field nor into this energy of discord and of dissociation. 

Nourish yourselves, day by day, through the word of prayer and you will be able to reach the
sublime spheres, and the sublime spheres, as guiding stars, will indicate the new path to you, the
new direction that you must travel through your lives and experiences.

Do not fear to face the end of times nor the purification.

Do not fear to offer yourselves to suffer for Me, because what I will give you is what you really
need, beyond what you would deserve. 

Trust in My Heart, because in it lies the Sacred Temple for your spirits, so that your souls may live
the communion with Me, time and again.

For this reason, today I come again from Andromeda, to emit My proclamation of peace, to make of
this peace a reality that many would like to live but cannot. But if you, companions, decide to be
My instruments and not the instruments of the world, I will be able to continue working through
your lives and consciousnesses. 

Thus, in spite of what happens or what may present itself in these times, I will build in you an
unbreakable fortitude that will have its base in spiritual life, given by the fortitude of faith and of the
trust in the One, Our Celestial Father.

My Father sends Me, not only to call you to understanding and comprehension, but also to the
necessary correction that is vital for these critical times; a correction that will try to lead you always
along the path of the Purpose and of the Truth, so that you do not lose the objective of what God
needs to build in humanity and in all peoples. 

Through My Wounds, I illuminate your lives.

Through My Consciousness, I ennoble your spirits, because they are old spirits, originating from
other stars and from other universes. Spirits that have congregated to accomplish a purpose in the
name of the Son of God, a purpose that has not been accomplished yet and that has not ended,
which is in the apex of its transition and of its definition.

Thus, everything you do for the good of God will build the new and the eternal, which will be
invincible and will not be defeated.

Over you is the Hand of Grace. A Grace that helps you, a Grace that fills you, a Grace that leads
you to live peace in times without peace. 

Be builders of the New Humanity. Postulate yourselves as pillars that will be the bases for the new
race by means of attributes, of examples and of an unconditional service for humanity and the
planet, as well as for all its Kingdoms. 

Elevate your thought toward the High and unite your thought to the Thought of the Father-Mother
Creator Emmanuel and here there will not exist interferences nor disturbances, your attention will
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be fixed in the Purpose and in all that must happen in the next times. 

Argentina must achieve its transparency; it must manifest its equality. For this everything will be
purified. 

Do not fear to know that everything will be purified. Do not fear to find the reason for this
purification and of this moment. Know that everything is already foreseen and that your land has
been called to live a new state of consciousness that will first be born in the human beings who live
in the Lord, who accomplish His Designs and His Divine Will.

From you the new being may be born and the old being will be left behind, because you will have
accepted to live the Principles of God, which will not only constitute new consciousnesses in you,
but which will form the new peoples, the new race, the New Earth.

From the heart of the Universe, I emit My Voice, so that My Voice may be heard by all.

I leave for you the Love that I have for your Motherland and for your nation, knowing that God has
given you the best that He has so that your people, from its origins, might learn to express its inner
and spiritual virtue. 

It is this virtue that I come to seek from the Argentinian people, and it is this virtue that will not be
dissolved from the essence of all those who live here.

Therefore, everything is in a battle and in definition, just as it is in Brazil. 

In the principles of the Earth, this region was preserved from much interferences. 

Here was the Eden of God, in its exuberance and splendor, in its beauty and loveliness, through all
Kingdoms of Nature. Humanity has destroyed it and keeps destroying it.

So that everything can be reversed and change, so that the Eden can flourish again and express
itself, from Argentina there must born this state of consciousness of restoration and of healing
which not only its people need, but also a great part of the world.

The Celestial Brotherhood is setting its instruments on a region that has been called to express an
important Will of God.

Although My Message is symbolic, My Words are clear, because I talk to your hearts and not to
your minds. I talk to what is beyond your physical being and what is internal, which listens and
knows everything that I say. 

It is here where the new consciousness will be sown. 

It is here where the seed of the new consciousness will be sown. 

It is here where what God expects so much will sprout, so that human beings finally may know their
freedom and leave behind their constant captivity.

Be similar to the People of Israel. But you must not spend forty years to find the Promised Land and
your true freedom, you are more conscious about the end of times.
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Just follow My steps and enter into My Heart, in faith everything will be accomplished. Because
among few the greatest thing will be done, among few the planet will be led to a new state and you
are invited to participate in this. 

From Andromeda, I convoke you and I call you to unite, in love, to the grand Confraternity. 

I thank you for everything you have offered to Me, because this multiplies Grace, not only for your
beings, but also for your country.

May the Kingdom of God be in your hearts and in your spirits. 

May the Lord of the Universe show you His Sacred Face and may you contemplate the splendor of
His Existence so that you may feel blessed by His Divine Spirit, by His powerful Current of Mercy
and of Peace.

I bless you in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.


